ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

PALINDROMANIA (DON'T NOD!) Roland A. Duerksen

1 he loops a snaky Kansas pool, eh? 2 had no maid a diamond? ah!
3 may a potato rot atop a yam? 4 nor did Lana canoe on a canal—did Ron? 5 'Nam war nuts stun raw man 6 we few may assess a yam, we few!
7 grubs axe Texas burg 8 drowsy raw ward did draw wary sword
9 emit gas ere sag time 10 Ma stops guns at a snug spot, Sam
11 pols erupt pure slop 12 man, I faced decaf in A.M. 13 plan A for odor of an alp 14 at a dare, retrace Carter era data 15 Mary peels a sleepy ram

BANANAGRAMS 8 Ed Conti

5. racket, tacker 6. dallier, rallied 7. duffel, luffed
8. dwindles, swindled 9. ragged, dagger 10. sober, robes

KICKSHAWS Dave Morice

Top Ten Tips For 2K
1. Dave Morice 2. Howard W. Bergerson
9. Willard Espy 10. Dan Tilque

Scrabble Prefixation pen, con, edu, car, beg, tar, out, mis, pre, sub

Forgotten Holidays Cajun Shore Day (January Second), Runny Thaw Jitter Day (January Twenty-Third), Bereft Wintry Hurt Day (February Twenty-Third), Obscure Fern Day (February Second), Jet Runway Consent Day (January Twenty-Second), Twirl-Then-Trip Day (April Twenty-Third), Ms Cone Day (May Second), Princeton Welts Day (April Twenty-Second), Worcester Funny Bet Day (February Twenty-Second), Newport Stencil Day (April Twenty-Second), Tungsten Cow Tuesday (August Twenty-Second), Mirth Day (May Third), Written Myth Day (May Twenty-Third). Forgotten Holidays is available nowhere, and it costs nothing. In fact, its existence was challenged long ago by the Library of Congress on Further Rib Day, which used to be celebrated on February Third.

TYPEWRITER WORDS: ALL FINGERS USED Susan Thorpe

The answer is WORD WAYS. WORD WAYS + a single right shift = EPTFESUD = ET'S FED UP.
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